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Abstract—Cloud computing is service based technology
on internet which facilitates users to access plenty of
resources on demand from anywhere and anytime in a
metered manner i.e. pay per usage without paying much
heed to the maintenance and implementation details of
application. As cloud technology is evolving day by day
it is being confronted by numerous challenges, such as
time and cost under deadline constraints. Research work
done so far mainly focused on reducing cost as well as
execution time. In order to minimize cost and execution
time previously existing workflow scheduling model
known as predict earliest finish time is used. In this
research work we have proposed a new PEFT genetic
algorithm approach to further reduce the execution time
on this model. A strategy is developed to let GA focus on
to optimize chromosomes objective to get best suitable
mutated children. After obtaining a feasible solution, the
genetic algorithm focuses on optimizing the execution
time. Experimental results show that our algorithm can
find better solution within lesser time.
Index Terms—Cloud computing, Task Scheduling,
Earliest finish time, Genetic Algorithm, Makespan.

I. INTRODUCTION
Over the past few years, cloud computing has become
a trending research topic for scientific research. Cloud
Computing ensures reliable, scalable, pay-per-use,
customized and dynamic computing environments for the
end-users. Cloud computing provides many facilities for
computing services, centralized servers, on-demand selfservice, huge storage, databases, broad network access,
rapid elasticity software over the Internet [1]. Cloud
computing is nothing but the way of using a network of
remotely located servers hosted all over the internet for
storing, processing data and managing data, instead of
using a local server or a personal computer. The
companies which offers such computing services are
known as cloud providers. They may charge for their
cloud computing services based on usage, it is very much
similar to how you pay bills for water consumption and
Copyright © 2018 MECS

electricity consumption at your home [2].
The cloud computing services are classified in three
ways named as Software as a service (SaaS), Platform as
a service (PaaS), and Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) [3].
SaaS applications are deployed over the internet for the
clients in a single instance multi-tenant model and are
accessed by various devices having internet capability
through web browser or program interface [4]. It is one of
the fastest growing services in cloud. PaaS is a
development tool which provides a collaborative platform
that consists of database system, operating system,
programming stacks and hardware for creating business
applications easily and quickly without much cost. IaaS is
a way to provide computing infrastructural resources
(VMs) instead of purchasing them online in multi- tenant
fashion on pay per usage basis.
The problem of mapping task to their resources
belongs to class of NP problem. There is no known
algorithm exists which can generate the optimal solution
with in feasible time period. Solutions based on the
exhausted search are practically not possible. Overhead
of generating scheduling is very high. PEFT algorithm is
the improved version of HEFT algorithm. PEFT
algorithm gives the best suitable schedule with less
makespan time and less communication cost.
In this article, we discussed about scheduling in cloud
computing environment. The introduction is summarized
into Section 1. Related work is shown in Section 2.
Problem is formulated in Section 3. The present work is
explained in Section 4. Experimental analysis is included
in Section 5 and Section 6 sums up the paper.

II. RELATED WORK
For better understanding of workflow scheduling we
went through several research papers. The researchers
proposed many algorithms but none of them is best.
Because there are various parameters which are
considered to make the algorithm best among all. In 2015,
T. Bridi et al presented a constraint programming
technique based scheduler [5] which improves the results
obtained from commercial schedulers. It was
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implemented to make it usable on real life high
performance computing setting. The scheduler works
well in both simulated and real HPC environment. This
scheduling algorithm ensures robustness, flexibility and
scalability [5].
In 2016, J. meena et al proposed a meta –heuristic cost
effective genetic algorithm (CEGA) [6] that reduces the
execution cost of the workflow while meeting the
deadline in cloud computing. It also covers some big
issues such as performance variation and booting time of
virtual machines. The simulation experiments conducted
on four scientific workflows (Montage, LIGO,
CyberShake, Epigenomics) and exhibited better
performance than current state of art algorithms. The
proposed CEGA algorithm shows the highest hit rate for
deadline constraint.
In 2015, A.verma et al used Bi-criteria Priority based
Particle Swarm Optimization (BPSO) [7]. He proposed
scheduling algorithm for workflow tasks over the cloud
processors under deadline and budget constraints. To
each workflow’s task a priority is given using bottom
level technique. It gave reduced execution cost of
schedule as compared to state of art algorithm under the
same deadline and budget constraint while considering
the load on resources too.
In 2014, Arabnejad et al. introduced a list scheduling
algorithm [8] having less time complexity than HEFT
algorithm. Authors proposed a list based scheduling
technique named PEFT for heterogeneous distributed
computing which gives better results than HEFT in terms
of makespan. It has the same time complexity as that of
HEFT. It consists of two phases, task prioritizing phase
and processor selection phase. It can be assumed as
improved version of HEFT algorithm. This algorithm
uses a matrix called Optimistic Cost Table (OCT). OCT
indicates the minimum time required for processing all
the tasks which lies on the longest path from the current
task to the end task. In task prioritization, task priority is
calculated by cumulative OCT. Optimistic EFT is
calculated to assign a processor for a task.
In 2002, H. Topcuoglu et al. presented an algorithm [9]
called HEFT which provides solution for scheduling
problem in DAG on heterogeneous systems. Working of
HEFT algorithm takes place in two phases: task
prioritizing phase and processor selection phase. In
processor selection phase it minimizes the earliest finish
time of the child task of each and every selected task.
They has proposed two methods for scheduling a
workflow task in heterogeneous environment named as
HEFT and Critical path on a Processor. They work on the
same line with slight differences. The latter uses the
critical path and they allocate tasks on the critical path to
the processor which will give minimum EFT. HEFT is
better than other algorithms in same domain because of
its high efficiency in terms of makespan and robust
nature.
In 2011, Daoud et al. used the LDCP list based
heuristic to generate the initial population [10]. Longest
Dynamic critical path is a list based tri-phase heuristic.
H2GS combines LDCP and GA. It uses the high quality
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schedule generated by LDCP as a seed for the initial
population which is exploited by the customized genetic
algorithm. The schedule generated by the LDCP is near
an optimal schedule and when such a schedule is given as
an input to the genetic algorithm, the algorithm will
converge faster. It uses two-dimensional (2-D)
chromosomes for representation and customized
operators for searching the problem space. It has shown
significant improvement in terms of speedup and
normalized schedule length, over HEFT and Dynamic
Level Scheduling in heterogeneous distributed system.
In 2012, Kaur et al. proposed a new Modified Genetic
Algorithm for scheduling the tasks in private cloud for
minimizing the makespan and cost [11]. In MGA, initial
population is generating using SCFP (Smallest cloudlet to
Fastest Processor), LCFP (Longest cloudlet to Fastest
Processor) and 8 random schedules. Two-point crossover
and simple swap are used. This gives the good
performance under the heavy loads.
In 2012, Ahmad et al. proposed an effective genetic
algorithm called PEGA [12], which is capable of providing
the optimal results in large space with less time
complexity. The direct chromosome representation is
used having two parts. The right half is made by the blevel (upward rank) which give the better results in terms
schedule length when compared with randomly generated
population. Two fold cross over is used in which single
and two-point crossover are executed one after the other
in order to enhance the quality and the convergence speed
of the solution.
In 2014 Shekar singh and Mala Kalra et al. proposed a
genetic algorithm based approach in which initial
population is generated with advance version of MaxMin by which we can get more optimized results in terms
of makespan. Authors proposed Modified Genetic
Algorithm. When experiments were conducted on various
data sets, MGA exhibited better performance. Since
scheduling of tasks is the key issue in cloud computing
author used GA in the research work. In standard genetic
algorithm initial population is randomly generated which
doesn’t produce efficient results. Hence author modified
genetic algorithm. Here initial population is generated
using Enhanced Max Min algorithm and then this
population is given to GA to further optimize. Results
show that MGA performs better than standard genetic
algorithm [13].
In 2012 Saima Gulzar, Ahmad, Ehsan Ullah Munir et
al. proposed an effective genetic algorithm called PEGA,
which is capable of providing the optimal results in large
space with less time complexity. The direct chromosome
representation is used having two parts. The right half is
made by the b-level (upward rank) which give the better
results in terms schedule length when compared with
randomly generated population. Two fold cross over is
used in which single and two-point crossover are
executed one after the other in order to enhance the
quality and the convergence speed of the solution. The
author has concluded that the PEGA provides the better
schedule with smaller makespan and low time complexity
[14]
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In 2012 Chuan Wang, Jianhua Gu Yunlan Wang et al.
presented a hybrid approach which uses a combination of
successor concerned list based heuristic and a genetic
algorithm. First phase is the seeding method for GA, to
generate the initial population by the schedule given by
the SCLS (Successor concerned list heuristic). In SCLS,
Priority list of the task was formed using the upward rank.
In the second phase the good quality schedule generated
by the above phase is fed into the genetic algorithm. The
authors had proved that HSCGS give better results than
HEFT and DLS (Dynamic Level Scheduling) [15]
In 2013 Saeid Abrishami, Mahmoud Naghibzadeh et al.
proposed two algorithms for workflow scheduling based
on the Partial Critical path to find the optimal solution in
terms of minimal cost subject to the defined deadline
constraints. IC-PCP (Iaas cloud partial critical path) tries
to schedule the tasks on partial critical path by allocating
them to the available instances of the service before its
latest finish time. ICPCP2 (Iaas cloud partial critical path
with deadline distribution) uses the new method for path
assigning policy and planning is done such that the
remaining time of the available instance is used first to
execute the task before its sub-deadline, rather than
starting a new instance of the service. [16]
In 2014 A. Verma and Sakshi Kaushal et al. proposed
three hybrid genetic algorithms that uses the schedule
generated by the bottom level and top level as an initial
population to minimize the execution cost of the schedule
while following the deadline constraint. BGA (Bottomlevel GA) uses the bottom level in descending order to
assign the priorities, while TGA (Top-level GA) consider
the top-level in increasing order. BTGA (Bottom level
and top level) which uses both level has a better
performance than the other two [17].
In 2012 Beibei Zhu, Hongze Qiu et al. proposed a
modified genetic algorithm by improving genetic
operators. Experimental studies show that the modified
genetic algorithm gives optimal solution. In this paper,
author presented an efficient genetic algorithm for DAG
scheduling in grid system. By proposing new fitness
function and applying new genetic operators, the new
proposed GA can obtain an optimal solution [18].
In 2010 S. Selvarani and G. Sudha Sadhasivam et al.
proposed an algorithm based on costs with user task
grouping. Proposed method uses an improved cost-based
scheduling algorithm for efficient mapping of tasks to the
resources in cloud. This scheduling algorithm measures
both resource cost and computation performance. It
improves the computation /communication ratio by
grouping the user’s tasks according to a particular cloud
resource’s processing capability and sends the grouped
jobs to the resources [19].
The conclusion of above research and analysis is that
there is no exact algorithm can be proposed because when
parameters get changed the algorithm is also has to be
changed.
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III. PROBLEM FORMULATION
Nowadays large no. of business applications are
implemented by workflows. Workflows are denoted in
terms of a Directed Acyclic Graph (DAG), G= (T, E),
where T is the set of tasks and E is the set of edges
between the tasks. We cannot initialize any task until all
of its predecessor tasks have completed. Workflow
scheduling is nothing but a mapping of every task of
workflow onto a best suitable resource while meeting the
user’s requirements considering task dependencies. Cloud
is a platform for workflow execution since it has
advantages like scalability, durability, on demand selfservice, broad network access and pay per use model.
Since it has large number of tasks and virtual machines,
workflow scheduling is one of the major issues in cloud
computing. We defined our problem here as: Mapping of
tasks of a workflow to available resources (VMs) in cloud
computing environment to minimize execution time
while considering deadlines that is.
Minimize ET
Considering ET ≤D
where ET is the execution time (makespan) and D is
the deadlines of the tasks of given workflow.

IV. PRESENT WORK
To implement our research work we need Intel core i5
machine with 1 TB HDD and 4 GB RAM on Windows
10 OS, NetBeans with Java and workflowsim simulator
toolkit. Here output of PEFT algorithm for a DAG is
given as input into GA as initial population. Our
proposed algorithm is a combination of PEFT algorithm
and GA for workflow scheduling in cloud computing
environment. The algorithm reduces the execution time
(makespan) while maintaining the deadline constraint.
Following are our objectives:
1.
2.

3.

To study the existing task scheduling approaches
for heterogeneous system.
To propose an algorithm for scheduling workflows
in cloud environment aiming to minimize
execution time.
To evaluate the proposed solution by comparing it
with the existing workflow scheduling approaches.

The proposed work is divided into two steps:
1.
2.

Generating a high quality seed for inputting to GA
using PEFT algorithm.
Obtaining an optimized schedule by GA in such a
way that it will give minimal execution time in
milliseconds and will finish execution of workflow
before the deadline.

Steps of the Proposed Methodology:
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Start

Step 1: Apply the PEFT heuristic to generate the
initial population.

Step 2: Is
termination
condition
met?

Yes

Return the
optimal
solution.

No
Step 3: Calculate fitness value of each individual.

Step 4: Select the individuals for performing the
genetic operations.

Step 5: Apply the crossover and mutation on
selected chromosomes to create offsprings.

Step 6: Validate the new offspring by fitness
function and add the valid one into new
population.
Fig.1. Flow chart of working model of proposed scheme.

Step 1: Generate a best suitable seed using the PEFT
algorithm
Step 1.1 Compute the OCT table. The OCT table is
nothing but a matrix in which rows represent tasks and
columns represent virtual machines. The OCT value is
calculated by the equation given below. Algorithm is
applied recursively in backward direction. And hence we
obtain the cost for executing all the children tasks of a
current task until it reaches the end task.
OCT (ti, pk) = max 𝑡𝑗 ∈succ (ti) [min 𝑝𝑤 ∈ 𝑃 {OCT (tj,pw)
+ 𝑤(tj , pw) + 𝑐𝑖 𝑗)}]
where 𝑐𝑖 𝑗 =0 if pw = pk
(1)
Step 1.2: Calculate OCT for every node. OCT defines the
rank of every node or task (rankoct) as in Eq 3. Tasks are
arranged in the list on the basis of descending order of the
rankOCT.
Rankoct
Copyright © 2018 MECS

(2)

Step 1.3: Earliest Finish Time (EFT) is calculated using
the given equation to allocate a task for the resource
(processor).
OEFT (ti, pj) = EFT (ti, pj) + OCT (ti, pj)

(3)

Step 1.4: Task is assigned to the processor (VM) which
gives minimum OEFT.
Step 1.5: Repeat steps 1.4 and 1.5 if the list is not empty,
otherwise return the best schedule in terms of makespan.
Step 2: If the termination condition is met than return the
solution otherwise repeat steps 3 to step 6.
Step 3: And hence a best suitable schedule is generated
and is given to the genetic algorithm as input. The
chromosomes (individuals among the population) are
encoded using direct representation. The quality of all the
feasible solutions is checked by the fitness function. The
fitness function will ensure that the solution has the
minimum cost and is completed within the deadline.
Step 4: Select the chromosomes for applying genetic
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operations by using the binary tournament selection
technique.
Step 5: On the selected chromosomes apply the crossover
and mutation genetic operators to produce the new
children (generation).
Step 6: Validate the new children by the fitness function
and add the good quality off-springs (valid) into the new
population.




Working of Proposed Scheme using Genetic Algorithm

1. P ← initialize population() by PEFT // P =
population
2. W ← 0
// W = New population
3. PF ← Evaluate Fitness such that Execution Time
should be less than Deadline
4. Choose two chromosomes with minimum makespan
(min1 & min2)
5: Parents← Selection from (PF) on the basis of
makespan
6: Offspring ← Crossover ( PFc, Parents)
//PFc=crossover
probability
7: Offspring ← Mutation( PFm, Offspring)
//PFm=
mutation
probability
8: Evaluate fitness (Offspring)
9: Repeat steps 5 to 8 for remaining chromosomes in
the population PF and obtain offsprings
10: Insert (Offsprings, W) End for
11:T ← PF ∪ W//merge new Offsprings with
population
12: Ranking of offspring on the basis of deadline (T)
13: P ←select best individuals on the basis of
minimum makespan time of (T)
14: End while
15: Return P which contains single best schedule.








Initial Population: Initial population comes in
first step, the initial population is initialized using
the PEFT algorithm. The generated strings are
known as chromosomes (P).
Evaluate Fitness of each Individual: For an
obtained solution we should be able to evaluate its
quality which can be done by using fitness
function. Fitness function is described using
deadline concepts. The chromosomes obtained by
PEFT algorithm are tested as per their deadlines.
The chromosomes which meet deadline are added
in to next generation population (PF).
Selection: Selection plays a major role in
improving the performance of any approach by
selecting high quality chromosomes for the next
operations. From the population (PF) the
chromosomes which meets deadlines with
minimum makespan two chromosomes are
selected as parents.
Crossover: The role of exchanging one part of
other chromosomes in such a manner that the GA
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generates new chromosomes from previous
generation (PF) by interchanging part of them.
Crossover is done on the selected chromosomes to
obtain crossover children.
Mutation: The main purpose of mutation is to
introduce a new chromosome that doesn’t exist in
existing population. After getting crossover
mutated children are obtained.
Evaluate fitness of each offspring’s: The
mutated children are added in the population W
where offspring are evaluated as per fitness
function to get their fitness. If the offspring’s
fitness is less in comparison of chromosomes with
greatest fitness in the population PF, it will replace
them with the nodes with the greatest fitness.

At last, the new offspring will be added in new
generation (T). This process can repeat until we find a
good result. In proposed algorithm we are repeating this
process 5 times. Hence all best solutions are stored in an
array W and minimum makespan chromosome is selected
as final solution and tasks are allocated as per the best
solution.

V. EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
To evaluate the performance of our proposed algorithm
PEFTGA, we are performing the simulations using
WorkflowSim. We consider few scientific workflows
from different domains: Montage, Inspiral and Peft paper.
These workflows have different structural properties and
different data and computational requirements. Genetic
algorithm is taken as the baseline algorithm.
Our PEFTGA algorithm is tested by:
1.
2.

Varying the number of tasks in datasets
Varying the inter dependencies of task in the
dataset

Experimental results show that for various datasets our
proposed algorithm that is Predict Earliest Finish Time
with Genetic Algorithm exhibits a very good
performance.
Table 1 contains values obtained from different
datasets. It shows that our proposed algorithm PEFTGA
gives better makespan time as compared to standard
genetic algorithm. The following figures shows the study
of makespan time of various scientific workflows in
milliseconds.
Table 1. GA Parameters
Parameter
Number of Processors
Number of Iterations
Crossover Type
Crossover Probability
Mutation Type
Mutation Probability
Termination Condition

Value
4
5
Two-Point Crossover
0.3
Simple Swap
0.3
Number of Iterations
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Table 2. Improvement in makespan comparing GA & PEFTGA
Sr. No.
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Datasets
Peft_Paper
Montage_25
Montage_50
Montage_100
Inspiral_30
Inspiral_50
Inspiral_100

GA
18.64ms
33.02ms
51.04ms
69.02ms
810.16ms
1243.73ms
1916.08ms

PEFTGA
15.69ms
19.22ms
33.37ms
83.87ms
414.60ms
785.79ms
1875.41ms

(GA-PEFTGA)/GA
15.82%
41.79%
34.61%
14.43%
48.82%
36.81%
2.12%

obtained gives 41.79% lesser makespan than original GA.
From figure 4, same PEFTGA algorithm is applied on
Montage_50 dataset containing 50 inter dependent tasks
with different execution time and cost and the result gives
34.61% lesser makespan than original GA. Here
dependencies are of same type but number of tasks are
more. It proves that performance of our algorithm not
only depends on number of tasks but also depends on
inter connectivity of tasks.

Fig.2. Peft_Paper

From figure 2, the proposed PEFTGA algorithm is
applied on the dataset given in PEFT_PAPER [8] and
result obtained shows that our algorithm gives 15.82%
lesser makespan than original GA. The dataset in this
paper have 10 inter dependent tasks with different
execution time and cost as shown in PEFT_PAPER [8].

Fig.5. Montage_100

From figure 5, the proposed PEFTGA algorithm is
applied on Montage_100 dataset which contains 100
tasks and is more complex in terms of inter dependencies
and the result gives 14.43% lesser makespan than original
GA. The proposed algorithm is tested using various
datasets with different number of tasks with different
inter connectivity as shown in the following figure.
Fig.3. Montage_25

Fig.6. Inspiral_30
Fig.4. Montage_50

From figure 3, the proposed PEFTGA algorithm is
applied on montage dataset with 25 inter dependent tasks
with different execution cost and time. The result
Copyright © 2018 MECS

From figure 6, Inspiral_30 dataset containing 30 tasks
with various dependencies the proposed PEFTGA
algorithm is applied and the result gives 48.82% lesser
makespan than original GA. As we increase the number
of tasks improvement is lesser from the above results as
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compared to Montage_25 dataset with 25 tasks where
there is more improvement. This improvement is because
of variation in dependencies.

Fig.7. Inspiral_50

From figure 7, to understand that how number of tasks
affects the result we used same type of Inspiral dataset
with 50 inter connected tasks. And after applying the
proposed PEFTGA algorithm for Inspiral_50 dataset it
gives 36.81% lesser makespan than original GA which
proves that our proposed algorithm is better than original
genetic algorithm. It also shows less improvement as
compared to improvement in inspiral_30 with 30 tasks
due to varying number of tasks. In this dataset we can
see great improvement because of less number of tasks.
So by increasing the number of tasks we analyze the
variation in the improvement in makespan.

randomly generation of initial population. Hence we have
modified it using Predict Earliest Finish Time Algorithm
(PEFT) for generating its initial population. Our proposed
algorithm Predict Earliest Finish Time Genetic Algorithm
(PEFTGA) targets to reduce total completion time
(makespan) of workflow and maximize resource
utilization. We have compared our proposed algorithm
with standard genetic algorithm. The results show that
PEFTGA performs better scheduling of tasks on virtual
machines in terms of makespan. The completion time
(makespan) for the proposed PEFTGA algorithm is
reduced by average 25% compared to standard GA. Since
cost is proportional to the execution time hence cost of
the proposed PEFTGA also gets reduced as compared to
default GA. From the results, we can conclude that as
compared to the original genetic algorithm PEFTGA
shows the best performance for the static scheduling of
directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) in heterogeneous systems.
As we can see that if number of tasks are more,
improvement is less according to above figures and also
if inter dependency among tasks in the datasets varies
results also vary. Hence from our research work we can
conclude that our proposed algorithm is best suitable for
workflows with less number of tasks. So to overcome
these problems in the future we would like to consider
other parameters like execution costs, termination delay
of virtual machines, energy consumption on data centers
and data transfer costs between data centers, average
makespan values and number of processors available etc.
to make it more suitable for large size of datasets with
complex inter dependencies of tasks.
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